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Abstract

An ice-free Northwest Passage in the summer of 2007 signaled the next chapter in North American continental defense and security. Long protected by a formidable, icy environment along the high northern approach, the effects of climate change opening an Arctic maritime domain require U.S. and Canadian leadership to re-evaluate theater command and control to mitigate the growing space-force imbalance. Shared interests, limited resources, and a strong history of bi-lateral security cooperation provide the foundation for establishing a combined Canadian-U.S. Joint Interagency Task Force Arctic (CJIATF-A) to meet new national strategic objectives in the Arctic. This paper examines the operational factors supporting the creation of a bi-national combined interagency task force, develops a notional command and control organization to achieve unity of command and unity of effort. While arguments against formation of a bi-national Arctic command are considered, this paper concludes that a combined Joint Interagency Task Force Arctic (CJIATF-A) under NORAD with alternating leadership, will best enable a COCOM to address the complexities of the changing Arctic region to promote responsible growth, regional stability, and continental security.
Introduction

In 1867, Secretary of State William Seward purchased Alaska securing America’s place with Russia, Norway, Denmark, and neighboring Canada as an Arctic nation. Though criticized as “Seward’s Ice Box,” in short time, Alaska became a strategic asset, holding great natural resources and a vital defensive position on the North American continent. For over one hundred forty years, U.S. and Canadian national security interests in the Arctic have evolved into a more mature cooperative relationship through the Klondike gold rush, World War II, and The Cold War. Throughout each security challenge, the ice and extreme Arctic conditions always served as a natural defense denying direct maritime access to the continent’s northern approach. In August 2007, this assumption was no longer valid when the Northwest Passage opened ice-free, validating various Arctic ice recession models. The effects of climate change creating an Arctic maritime domain have significant new political, military, economic, environmental, and scientific ramifications that require a whole-of-government response. Due to the unique nature of the Arctic region, shared interests, and historical bi-national defense relationship, the Arctic represents a theater for the next phase of greater Canadian and U.S. (CANUS) defense cooperation. A combined Joint Interagency Task Force Arctic (CJIATF-A) under alternating leadership, will best enable a COCOM to address the complexities of the changing Arctic region to promote responsible growth, regional stability, and continental security.

(All notes appear in shortened form. For full details, see the appropriate entry in the bibliography.)

2 Coates et al., Arctic Front, 4.
A Growing Defense Partnership in the Arctic

U.S. and Canadian Arctic security interests first collided during the resource rush of the late 1800’s when miners and whalers dared the harsh conditions, necessitating Canadian Royal Mounted Police forces to promote stable growth and protect the native Inuit populations. While this period was short lived, it showed that given sufficient promise for economic gain, investors and developers would come. U.S. and Canada Arctic defense cooperation was first unified after the Japanese invasion of Alaska in World War II, which erased the perceived notion that the vast, harsh Arctic environment would balance lack of military force. Together, leadership entered a cooperative effort building a logistics infrastructure via the “Alaska Highway,” jointly involving over 40,000 U.S. military personnel working with Canadian civilians in the Northwest Territories. This large-scale cooperation was only achievable through a combined U.S.-Canadian effort and proved that national sovereignty could be maintained while still enabling U.S. integration, investment, and development on Canadian land.

The Cold War threat of Soviet bombers, submarines, and land-based inter-continental ballistic missiles once again defeated the notion that the icy Arctic hedged the North American continent from threat, renewing a cooperative U.S.-Canadian defense strategy in the high north. Working together for cooperative defense, the Distant Early Warning Line radar network, 75% of which was on Canadian land, was financed through the U.S., built with Canadian labor, and major sites commanded by Canadians. Canadian sovereignty was maintained and unity of effort was attained, setting the foundation for the successful bi-

---

4 Coates et al., *Arctic Front*, 22,25.
5 Coates et al., *Arctic Front*, 57-59.
6 Ibid, 62.
7 Ibid, 71.
national North American Aerospace Defense (NORAD) agreement. While this was a significant step in bi-national cooperation, it was centrally focused on air defense against external threats, avoiding land and maritime cooperation. The terrorist attacks of 9/11 served as the catalyst for re-organizing both U.S. and Canadian military commands and homeland security agencies, highlighting the need for greater cooperation and information sharing to reduce seams against continental threats.\(^8\) In 2004, speaking of U.S. and Canadian relations, former President Bush stated “we share the same values: freedom and human dignity and treating people decently” and subsequently issued a joint statement with Canadian Prime Minister Paul Martin stressing the need for greater bi-national cooperation for security to include greater intelligence sharing, infrastructure security, and expanding the NORAD mission to the maritime domain.\(^9\) The subsequent 2006 NORAD agreement further advanced relations adding “maritime warning,” but unlike air defense, only opened intelligence sharing and warning of threat, not an integrated maritime defense response.\(^10\)

The Bi-National Planning Group for enhanced U.S.-Canadian military cooperation concluded a comprehensive four-year study stating the need for greater cooperation with the goal to “achieve the level (although not necessarily the form) of cooperation that now exists in NORAD in all other domains. This vision should be implemented by a Canada – United States „Comprehensive Defense and Security Agreement,‟ with a continental approach to CANUS defense and security while maintaining an open invitation to participation by other countries.”\(^11\) In addition to the strong bi-national NORAD agreement, the U.S. and Canada are partners in NATO, have recently exercised land force interoperability in Afghanistan, and

\(^8\) Bi-National Planning Group, *Final Report*, i.
\(^11\) Ibid, 5.
have deployed as components of U.S. Carrier Strike Groups.\textsuperscript{12} The history, common interests, proven land and maritime interoperability, and shared values underwrite the tenants of respect, rapport, knowledge of partners, and patience necessary to achieve unity of effort for a greater security and defense partnership in the Arctic.\textsuperscript{13}

**Changes in Arctic Theater Space – Re-framing the Problem**

Scientific observations of the northern ice cap show a steady recession trend and decline in ice thickness since 1979, with projections of completely ice-free passages through the Arctic during the summer months in as little as twenty years.\textsuperscript{14} Much like the late 1800’s gold rush, national and global economic interest in the Arctic has surged over the last decade, fueled by the promise of oil, natural gas, and precious mineral resources and access to a new global maritime highway. U.S. Geological Survey projections indicate the Arctic region potentially holds 13\% of the oil reserves and 30\% of the natural gas reserves, while the Arctic seabed is believed to harbor gold, silver, copper, and diamonds, thus generating significant interest from private industry to obtain drilling rights as well as from regional governments seeking to establish exclusive territorial boundaries.\textsuperscript{15} The ice-diminished passages also have the potential to create vital shipping lanes, reducing the length of Asian-European maritime routes up to 40\% and relieving congestion or providing a strategic bypass around more vulnerable choke points such as the Suez Canal, Panama Canal, and the Strait of Malacca.\textsuperscript{16} Like the 1800’s whaling industry, the melting ice may attract commercial fisheries from around the world seeking food stocks for their growing nations. Ice recession

\textsuperscript{12} Avis, “Seductive Hegemon.”

\textsuperscript{13} CJCS, *Multinational Operations* JP 3-16, I-3,4.


\textsuperscript{15} Cohen, “From Russian Competition to Natural Resources Access: Recasting Arctic Policy.”

\textsuperscript{16} Coates et al., *Arctic Front*, 148.
and subsequent warming water temperatures may shift some fish species habitats further north and uncover new fishing grounds previously inaccessible.\textsuperscript{17} In addition to commercial industry, Arctic tourism is thriving. The 2009 Arctic Marine Shipping Assessment reported that visitors to the Arctic more than doubled the 2004 figure of 1.2 million in 2007 and 8 transits of the Northwest Passage were planned for 2008 alone.\textsuperscript{18} Unlike the past Arctic history, the Arctic region holds a maritime future. In 2004 alone, approximately 6,000 vessels were counted within Arctic waters, the majority of which were community re-supply, bulk cargo, tourism, and fishing vessels.\textsuperscript{19}

This commercial maritime expansion presents new threats and concerns. Increased oil and gas resource development risks ecological disaster like the BP Gulf of Mexico or Exxon Valdez incidents, while increased maritime traffic brings risk of environmental impact, accidents at sea, pandemic illness, impact on indigenous nations, and fisheries control, necessitating a timely and effective government response capability.\textsuperscript{20} Various maritime and environmental safety risks and capacity of Arctic nation response were examined by the Coastal Response Research Center who reported several capability, infrastructure, and cross-border issues response gaps.\textsuperscript{21} In addition to maritime safety concerns, a Northern Ocean route supporting global commerce traffic opens the North American continent to security and criminal threats including terrorist attack at-sea, piracy, illegal immigration, and smuggling.\textsuperscript{22}

\textsuperscript{17} Gove, “Arctic Melt Reopening a Naval Frontier”.
\textsuperscript{18} Arctic Council, \textit{Arctic Marine Shipping Assessment Report 2009}, 79.
\textsuperscript{19} Ibid, 73.
\textsuperscript{20} Conley and Kraut, \textit{U.S. Strategic Interests}, 7.
\textsuperscript{21} Coastal Response Research Center, \textit{Opening the Arctic Seas}, 32-37.
\textsuperscript{22} Coates et al., \textit{Arctic Front}, 149.

1. Meet national security and homeland security needs.
2. Protect the Arctic environment and conserve its biological resources.
3. Environmentally sustainable resource management and economic development.
4. Strengthen institutions for cooperation among the eight Arctic nations.
5. Involve the Arctic’s indigenous communities
6. Enhance scientific monitoring and research.  

To achieve the national objectives, the U.S. Navy advanced their *Arctic Roadmap* in 2009, defining a path through FY2014 to address capability deficiencies while also expressing the need to develop joint, interagency, and international cooperative partners. In support of developing a U.S. Coast Guard Arctic roadmap, U.S.C.G. District 17 conducted a “High Latitude Survey” identifying significant small boat, cutter, and infrastructure deficiencies to meet national objectives for Arctic operations. Despite this testimony to Congress and the known need to replace the aging U.S. icebreakers, the U.S. President FY-11 budget for the Coast Guard does not address any of these shortfalls or infrastructure projects for the Arctic and cuts a USCG Maritime Safety and Security Team (MSST) in Alaska. U.S. maritime capability and infrastructure is currently insufficient to meet the broad goals articulated by NSPD66/HSPD25 and will be challenged to attain proper support with future defense budget reductions.

The Canadian government and military also continued forward, issuing a new Arctic strategy in 2009 with four main objectives - promoting national sovereignty, responsible

---

23 Arctic Region Policy, NSPD66/HSPD25.
25 US GAO, *Coast Guard Efforts to Identify Arctic Requirements Are Ongoing*, 34.
26 Cohen, “From Russian Competition to Natural Resources Access,” 5.
development, environmental preservation, and good regional governance. Supporting their objectives to assert sovereignty, the Canadian military completed a robust multi-national joint training exercise, Operation NANOOK, in August 2010, involving over 1,000 military personnel, state agencies, government organizations, and naval vessels from the United States and Denmark under the command of Canadian Joint Task Force North. The Task force exercised the ability to respond to a number of security, safety, and emergency situations including an oil spill disaster exercise, and establishing their first Canadian Force Arctic Maritime Component Commander. Canada’s Northern Strategy outlined numerous other initiatives to build an Arctic capable force including a new cold weather military training facility, deep water Arctic port for extended reach, six to eight Polar Class 5 patrol ships, a new heavy icebreaker, and RADARSAT-II surveillance satellites. Though a significant step to capability, Canada still lacks under-ice capability, continuous surveillance, and existing capacity to protect Arctic interests unilaterally.

The evidence presented by the U.S. Coast Guard’s Congressional Reports, Navy Arctic Roadmap, and the Canadian Standing Committee on National Defense all highlight inadequate force capabilities to unilaterally safeguard against the growing variety of threats in the vast spaces of the Arctic. The problems of forward presence and basing, arctic capable ships, intelligence sharing, communications systems, maritime awareness, arctic trained military personnel, interagency liaison, and federal presence present an opportunity for each country to work together for common solutions from the beginning. Examining both U.S.

---

28 Minister of Public Works and Government Services Canada (MPWGSC), Canada’s Northern Strategy, 2.
30 Ibid.
31 MPWGSC, Canada’s Northern Strategy, 10.
32 Patch, “Cold Horizons.”
and Canadian Arctic maritime capabilities, one analysis concluded “a unilateral approach to Arctic security will surely prove more costly and less effective over the long term.” The Center for International Studies also stated “No one Arctic nation has the capacity to cover the whole geographic area to respond to soft and hard security challenges.” By leveraging national strengths and building on a historical solid bi-national partnership, U.S. and Canada should develop a Combined Joint Interagency Task Force Arctic (CJIATF-A) to proactively achieve unity of command and effort in the Arctic.

**Balancing the Factors with Function - Forming CJIATF-Arctic**

In developing a construct for CJIATF-A, CJCS Joint Publication 3-33 Joint Task Force Headquarters outlines the following establishing authority responsibilities: appointing the commander, determining military forces and other national means required, providing the overall mission, and defining the Joint Operating Area (JOA).

*Defining the Mission.* The scope of the NSPD66/HSPD25 Arctic Region Policy covers a wide range of military missions including traditional national security interests of missile defense, strategic deterrence, global mobility, maritime security, countering homeland security terror threats and maritime law enforcement. However, it also includes several non-traditional military focus areas including resource management, environmental protection, economic development, scientific studies, commercial maritime safety, and border management, requiring a number of different government departments and agencies to achieve unity of effort. Canada”s Northern Strategy articulates similar principles. By combining shared national interest for the region, CJIATF-A”s mission would notionally be

---

33 Patch, “Cold Horizons.”
34 CJCS, Joint Task Force Headquarters, JP 3-33, 1-2.
35 Arctic Region Policy, NPSD66/HPSD25.
36 Ibid.
to plan, conduct, and direct assigned bi-national forces and interagency partners to maintain freedom of Arctic maritime navigation, provide North American homeland and maritime security, law enforcement, maritime safety, environmental protection, responsible resource and economic development, scientific studies, and consequence management within the defined Arctic AOR; maintain a combined joint intelligence operations center, air and maritime common operating picture, and high latitude C4I network to effectively share information across bi-national forces and interagency groups to coordinate operations.

**Defining Establish Authority.** The 2006 Bi-national Planning Group (BPG) *Final Report* outlined four models for future U.S.-CAN defense command and control integration that offer potential application to a CJIATF-A concept.\textsuperscript{37} These models are based on a larger scope than Arctic cooperation, but offer two key applications. First, the natural nexus of overall command for a CJIATF-A should be established under NORTHCOM/NORAD based on the long-standing history of bi-national partnership with CANCOM through NORAD. Second, NORAD”s role should expand to become an all-domain warning, surveillance, and control command, adding maritime warning to effectively unify effort and bi-national response to a maritime threat. Combining BPG concepts 1 and 4, a hybrid solution (Figure 1) offers a possible construct to establish a CJIATF-A under NORAD, leveraging the advantages of models 1 and 4. In the hybrid construct, NORTHCOM, CANCOM, and NORAD would retain current relationships with NORAD becoming an all-domain warning and control command. An updated NORAD bi-national agreement would provide the authority to establish a standing CJIATF-A capable of bi-national action. CJIATF-A would support both national defense commands and homeland security departments for unity of effort for the Arctic mission with each national command retaining unilateral action for

security and defense.

Defining the JOA. Though the Unified Command Plan divides the Arctic area between NORTHCOM, EUCOM, PACOM, the mission and operating space for CJIATF-A could fit within the NORTHCOM and CANCOM boundaries with a few modifications. As an interagency command, the JOA should represent a combination of existing command areas and scientific research Arctic areas. The U.S. Research and Policy Act of 1984 includes areas of Alaska below the Arctic Circle including the Aleutian Island Chain and Bering Sea (Figure 3). This area overlaid on the Unified Command Plan and Canadian Command Organization yield an Arctic JOA stretching from the NORTHCOM Greenland boundary to Russia, including Alaska, the Aleutian Islands, and the Bering Sea. From north to south, the area would cover from the current NORTHCOM/EUCOM/PACOM border down to the 60th parallel in Canada, aligning with the southern boundary of Canada’s Arctic command, JTF-North (Figure 4). The Arctic JOA would encompass the North American Arctic seabed, Northwest Passage maritime route, Alaska, and Canadian Arctic lands. This proposal would require a change to the UCP assigning the Bering Sea area to NORTHCOM while allocating the remainder of the PACOM Arctic Area to EUCOM (Figure 5). This would eliminate one Arctic COCOM seam, placing the Northern Sea Arctic maritime route and European Arctic nations under EUCOM and NATO alliance responsibility. Ice melt predictions still indicate the polar ice will remain at least until 2030, leaving a natural barrier between these two regions and sufficient time to re-evaluate the environment, missions, and threats for future changes.

---

Organization Command and Control

Though under military command, the nature of CJIATF-A missions will include many non-traditional military roles similar to JIATF-South’s focus on the counter-narcotics mission. JIATF-South serves as a model for effectively integrating numerous intergovernmental agencies, law enforcement, intelligence, international partners and military assets operating across all domains in an area five times the size of the U.S.\(^\text{41}\) Their mission success offers three lessons learned for building CJIATF-A. First, to facilitate transition across defense and homeland security domains with law enforcement experience, U.S. command may be best conducted under Coast Guard leadership; second, the mission must be clearly defined to achieve full interagency partnership; and third, interagency members should be integrated into staff leadership positions for unity of effort.\(^\text{42}\) Though USCG command is not a requirement, it offers several advantages for integrating defense, maritime security and safety, and law enforcement missions. The Canadian Defense forces have an established Arctic presence through JTF-North under army command, coordinating a network of Arctic land forces, indigenous Rangers, and logistics assets.\(^\text{43}\) To achieve maximum unity of command and to build trust, CJIATF-A should employ an integrated command structure with a rotational command alternating between Canada and U.S. commanders every 2 years.\(^\text{44}\) Like the NORAD model, the deputy should be a military commander from the other nation. A U.S. Coast Guard Admiral and Canadian Army General rotating command and deputy duties may provide the best combination of maritime

\(^\text{41}\) Yeatman, “JIATF-South Blueprint for Success,” 27.
\(^\text{42}\) Ibid, 26.
and land force experience for unified effort across the Arctic space.

The CJIATF-A organization must be a collaborative, cooperative, coordinating command to achieve unity of effort. The command should be staffed in a Joint Task Force directorate model with a full spectrum of bi-national defense, intelligence, law enforcement, environmental, scientific, local government agencies, and NATO military liaison officers. Bi-national participants within the command, grouped by function should include:

- State Department/Foreign Affairs – U.S. and Canadian Arctic Council liaisons
- Department of Defense (DOD)/Canadian Department of National Defense – U.S. Army, Navy, Air Force, Coast Guard, Marine Corps; Canadian Army, Navy, Air Force, Coast Guard, Rangers.
- Intelligence – U.S. DIA, CIA, NSA, NGA, NRO; Canada Security Intelligence Service, Canada Integrated Threat Assessment Center.
- Law Enforcement – U.S. FBI, Customs and Border Protection, Alaska State Police; Royal Canadian Mounted Police, Canada Border Services.
- Maritime Transportation – U.S. Department of Transportation; Canada Transportation Agency.
- Environment – U.S. Department of Interior’s Bureau of Ocean Energy Management, Regulation and Enforcement (BOEMRE), Environmental Protection Agency; Canada Indian and Northern Affairs Council, Fisheries and Oceans Canada, Natural Resources Canada, Canada National Energy Board.
- NATO Military Liaisons – Denmark Navy, Norway Navy.
- State and Native Government Liaisons – Alaska, Alaskan Native Tribal Government, Alaska National Guard; Canada Governments of Northwest Territories, Yukon, Nunavut.\(^45\)

A notional staff organization (Figure 2) would follow a typical JTF staff organization outlined in CJCS Joint Publication 3-33 adding a fused intelligence J-2 directorate and a Joint Interagency Coordination Group (JIACG) headed by the State Department/Foreign Affairs Representatives. The JIACG would comprise the non-defense and security agencies grouped by functional area including environment, scientific research, state government and

\(^45\) U.S. GAO, *Coast Guard*, 10-11.
native government liaisons. The J-3 operations directorate would fuse DOD/DND, law enforcement, NATO military liaisons, and a NORAD all-domain warning and control liaison for action across the defined mission areas.

The Impossible Command?

Critics against a standing bi-national interagency Arctic command will point to several vulnerabilities for success including threat to national sovereignty, unresolved disputes over the Beaufort Sea and Northwest Passage, missions too broad to achieve unity of effort, and no national support to change. Canada has long regarded their northern Arctic front as their unique and sovereign domain.\textsuperscript{46} This strong national claim is the first pillar in Canada’s Northern Strategy, backed by a planned commitment to Arctic defense spending and capacity building. To ensure popular support in both nations, the command arrangement must not interfere with either nation’s ability for unilateral action to protect national sovereignty.\textsuperscript{47} Forming a CJIATF under the authority of the existing bi-national NORAD command will provide the structure and agreeable framework necessary to protect sovereignty under a concept largely popular in Canada.\textsuperscript{48} Additionally, alternating CJIATF-A command between nations focusing on shared principles of both national strategies will potentially promote greater cooperation.

Opening of Arctic maritime passages also ignites long-standing differences held between Canada and the U.S. over continental shelf claims in the Beaufort Sea and the status of the Northwest Passage as an international strait.\textsuperscript{49} Some may argue that these differences would prevent the respective governments from building a command purposed with maritime

\textsuperscript{46} Conley and Kraut, \textit{U.S. Strategic Interests}, 16.
\textsuperscript{47} BPG, \textit{Final Report}, 38.
\textsuperscript{48} BPG, \textit{Final Report}, 37.
\textsuperscript{49} Conley and Kraut, \textit{U.S. Strategic Interests}, 16.
security and freedom of navigation. Both nations seek to resolve these issues but neither issue should prevent greater cooperation. Over the last year, U.S. and Canadian icebreakers and scientists have worked cooperatively to survey the Beaufort Sea floor to establish extended continental shelf claims under the terms of UNCLOS Article 76. This issue will eventually be resolved by scientific data and only presents short-term challenges for future resource development.\(^5\) More problematic is Canada”s claim to the Northwest Passage as internal waters through excessive baselines not supported by UNCLOS and “historical internal waters” claims that also do not meet UN defined criteria.\(^6\) To best maintain national sovereignty and meet national environmental protection objectives CDR James Kraska, Judge Advocate General’s Corps, United States Navy, suggests, “The best recourse is for Canada to seek international recognition and acceptance of some variation of its rules and regulations for transiting the area—effectively obtaining “buy in” from the international community.”\(^7\) Further, some Canadian Arctic experts propose “Canada can head off an unseemly contretemps by working with the U.S. to develop a shared strategy for the control, regulation, and use of the Northwest Passage.”\(^8\) The U.S. and Canada will likely continue to debate the Northwest Passage issue, “agreeing to disagree,” but will not allow the issue to disrupt military cooperation.\(^9\) In the long-term, a combined approach will benefit Canadian interests for a peacefully regulated Arctic passage.

\(^5\) Capt Stephen W. Jordon (Naval Attache U.S. Embassy, Ottawa, Canada), interview with the author 18 October 2010.
\(^6\) Kraska, “A Diplomatic Solution for the Northwest Passage,” 2.
\(^7\) Ibid, 5.
\(^8\) Coates et al., *Arctic Front*, 203.
\(^9\) Capt Stephen W. Jordon (Naval Attache U.S. Embassy, Ottawa, Canada), interview with the author 18 October 2010.
JIATF-South’s success was in part attributed to a narrowly focused mission, in which all partners shared a direct interest.\textsuperscript{55} The proposed CJIATF-A mission is broader where some agencies will not be involved across all areas. The risk inherent in the broad mission objectives is creating a hierarchy of priorities, potentially marginalizing some partners and losing their trust when they perceive their interests are not being served and protected by the command.\textsuperscript{56} The bi-national, rotational command and incorporation of interagency partners into leadership roles should serve to mitigate this risk. In addition, like JIATF-South, a CJIATF-A command should be physically located in one location (in Canada) to best facilitate personal relationships and cooperative trust.\textsuperscript{57}

The most persuasive argument may be to maintain the national status quo. The recent Arctic policy push was predicated on ice data only collected since 1979, and it is possible that the Arctic could ice over again given the complexity of the variables involved.\textsuperscript{58} U.S government agency policies have been established restricting commercial fishing above the Arctic Circle and delaying petroleum drilling exploration off the Alaska northwest coast for the near future to conduct additional environmental impact studies and consequence management capabilities, dampening an early rush of activity.\textsuperscript{59} The Arctic space still provides a viable defense against significant commercial activity and scientific trends indicate at least 10 years before the summer ice melt provides extended periods of access in the region. Further, both nations have established numerous non-defense initiatives through the Arctic Council, share a tri-partite search and rescue agreement, and each have Arctic

\textsuperscript{55} Yeatman, “JIATF-S Blueprint for Success,” 26.
\textsuperscript{56} Caswell, Establishment of the National Maritime Intelligence Center, 47.
\textsuperscript{57} Ibid, 48.
\textsuperscript{59} U.S. GAO, Coast Guard, 6-7.
based JTF”s through JTF-Alaska and Canada Joint Task Force-North that cross over several of the proposed missions of CJIATF-A. Why stray from the unilateral approach? History has shown that an enemy will exploit vulnerabilities and throughout the last century, both Canada and the U.S. have always reacted to threats in this region. In 2000, Canadian Intelligence Services reported over 50 foreign terrorist organizations including Al Qaeda, operating within Canada, capitalizing on the close proximity to the U.S. to stage and conduct attacks. Opening a northern maritime domain changes previous defense and security assumptions enabling potential terrorist threat movement or action in the Arctic placing soft targets such as shipping, petroleum and gas facilities, and the continent at risk with catastrophic consequences. Functioning as a bi-national command across this vast space will reduce seams for coordinated security action. Rear Admiral Dave Titley, Oceanographer of the Navy and Director of Task Force Climate Change, discussing the recent USS Porter participation in Canadian Arctic military exercise Natsiq, remarked that “Partnerships will help us prepare for these new challenges more effectively and with less cost, that includes partnerships with federal agencies like the U.S. Coast Guard and NOAA, and also with other nations.” U.S. and Canadian partnerships developed for Arctic continental defense, aerospace defense, and post-9/11 continental security show greater success and unity of effort when developed bi-nationally. The unique missions in the Arctic are ideally suited for a CJIATF-A.

**Recommendations and Conclusion**

Several recommendations follow to develop this command. To minimize COCOM seams, the UCP should be modified to split the Arctic AOR between NORTHCOM and
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EUCOM, and the Bering Sea area added to NORTHCOM responsibility. The NORAD agreement should be revised to add maritime control and formally establish the CJIATF-A as a bi-national standing Joint Task Force supporting NORAD. A physical headquarters should be identified to co-locate partner representatives and liaisons, possibly using either the existing infrastructure at CANCOM’s JTF-North or NORTHCOM’s JTF Alaska, in cooperation with NORAD Alaska. The command should conduct a comprehensive bi-national review of capabilities, assets, and infrastructure, while developing a coordinated plan for future force building, deep water ports, communications systems, logistics infrastructure, and force interoperability.

Each nation has taken positive steps defining a strategy for the Arctic, sharing many of the same goals. Building a bi-national CJIATF-A under NORAD will best coordinate the whole of government approach for NORTHCOM and CANCOM as articulated within both national Arctic policy documents. By employing a rotating national commander and using principles from JIATF-South as a model for interagency command and control, CJIATF-A will achieve unity of command and unity of effort operating in the new Arctic space.
CONCEPT 1: THREE COMMANDS – COMPLEMENTARY MISSIONS

CONCEPT 4: CONTINENTAL INTERAGENCY JOINT TASK FORCE
(Source: Bi-National Planning Group The Final Report, March 2006)

FIGURE 1 - HYBRID CONCEPT: COMBINED JIATF-ARCTIC UNDER NORAD
FIGURE 2 - NOTIONAL CJIA TF-A COMMAND ORGANIZATION
FIGURE 3: Map of Arctic Boundary as Defined by the Arctic Research and Policy Act (Source: U.S. Government Accountability Office, *Coast Guard* 10-870, September 2010)

FIGURE 4: Map of Canadian Command Areas, JTF-NORTH (Source: www.canadacom.forces.gc.ca/site/org-org-eng.asp, October 2010)

FIGURE 5 – Proposed CJIATF-ARCTIC JOA and UCP Update
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